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Acknowledgement of Country 
We respectfully acknowledge Aboriginal peoples as the Traditional Custodians of this land on which we deliver our services to the 
communities throughout Western Australia. We acknowledge their enduring connection to the lands, waterways and communities 
and pay our respects to Elders past, present and emerging.

Cover image credit: Bradley Kickett. Bradley’s artwork reflects our commitment to working collaboratively and genuinely engaging with the people we serve. 
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Who we are
The Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and 
Safety plays a unique role in protecting the people and 
lands of Western Australia, by supporting a safe, fair 
and responsible future for the Western Australian 
community, industry, energy and resources sector. 
Our diverse department employs more than 1,700 people. The team 
comprising talent from a wide range of professions such as lawyers, 
geologists, environmental scientists, engineers, inspectors, project 
managers, policy makers and customer service officers - highlights the 
breadth of services that DMIRS is responsible for. We administer over 
100 pieces of legislation to reflect this.

While our functions are diverse in nature, we are developing a common 
culture with a shared commitment to lead our department with integrity, 
deliver our strategic plan, strive for excellence and constantly improve 
our services. 

We have made significant strides towards creating a welcoming, inclusive 
and diverse workplace culture. With staff from 70 countries, our workforce 
aims to represent and support the people of WA. We work hard to attract 
people who align with our corporate values and have a strong desire to 
serve the public. 

DMIRS operates across the State, with 13 regional and five metropolitan 
locations. We are committed to working collaboratively across these sites, 
building stronger partnerships leading to shared decision making and 
genuine engagement with the people we serve. 
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What we know
The Western Australian economy is entering a phase of significant transition. The next decade will focus on decarbonisation and transformation 
of the energy sector underpinned by our delivery of energy policy. While the demand for our natural resources is predicted to remain strong, 
the national and global markets will be challenging for individuals and businesses. As the agency responsible for regulating many of those 
businesses, it is our responsibility to be thinking about and creating the regulatory settings that will keep people safe and enable industry to adapt 
and change successfully.

Being an enabler of change is important to the way we respond to the contemporary challenges facing Western Australia. We have a major role to 
play in providing the public and industry with the confidence that they can prosper and thrive in the years ahead. Through embracing technology 
assisted practices, we can bring down the cost of doing business and let businesses focus on operating the right way in Western Australia. Through 
sharing information with consumers and the public, we can arm them with the information to protect themselves against the challenges of the 
modern world. Through smart and modern legislation we can help Western Australia take full advantage of the opportunities of the decades ahead.
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How we  
create impact
Purpose
Supporting a safe, fair and 
responsible future for the Western 
Australian community, industry, 
energy and resources sector.

We will work towards 2025 
by delivering on our purpose 
as a regulator, a policy maker 
and a provider of services 
to our community and WA 
businesses. We have standards of 
performance in each area to make 
sure we are effective.

Strategic Intent approach
Our areas of impact for the next 
12-month focus.

SERVICE 
PROVIDER

Deliver 
quality 

services 
at the 

lowest cost 
possible.

Reduce the 
complexity of 
the customer 

journey through 
government.

Use digital 
technologies 

to improve the 
customer and 

staff experience.

Respond to 
customer 
feedback.

We know and 
monitor our 

costs and keep 
them lean.

Customers 
have fewer 
touchpoints 
when doing 

business 
with us.

Customers 
and staff find 
it easier to do 

business.

Customers 
are satisfied 

with their 
treatment.POLICY MAKER

Predict  
then address 

emerging 
policy 

challenges.

Manage 
our policy 

environment 
to drive 

behaviours 
that are in the 
public interest.

Gather 
the latest 

intelligence 
on the 

operating 
environment.

Explore new 
approaches 
to achieving 
regulatory 

intent.

Disruptors are 
identified early 

enough for  
pre-emptive 

policy action.
Business, 

community 
and industry 

behaviour 
supports policy 

intent.

Intelligence is 
regularly shared 

and used for 
public benefit.

New ideas on how  
to address regulatory 

challenges are on  
the policy agenda.

REGULATOR

Maintain 
regulation 

that is clear, 
relevant and 

enforced.Behave 
consistently and 

transparently.

Create 
relationships 

that encourage 
compliance.

Foster public 
trust and 

confidence.

Regulated 
entities know 
and play by 
the rules.

Individuals and 
businesses have  
the confidence to 

operate  in Western 
Australia.

Better 
regulatory 
outcomes 
at a lower 
cost to the 
community

Public 
confidence 
is high in 

our areas of 
responsibility.
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Towards 2025
Contemporary settings

Policy and legislation for a better tomorrow.

1. Legislative 
modernisation

A deliberate 
program to ensure 

our regulatory 
instruments are 

agile, contemporary 
and barriers are 

removed to support 
policy reform.

2. Decarbonisation
Building the 

foundations to 
deliver on the State’s 

decarbonisation 
objective of net  
zero by 2050.

3. Policy solutions
Policy initiatives to enhance community and 

industry empowerment and protections.

Best-practice regulator

Transparent and consistent practice to keep the 
community safe and our economy strong.

4. Data smart
Using business 
intelligence and 

analytics to inform 
our regulatory 

practices.

5. Process 
alignment

Ensure processes 
and practices across 

our regulatory 
regimes are 
consistent.

6. Targeted regulatory strategies
Specific interventions to address identified  

risks to consumers and businesses.

Industry for Western Australia

Make it easy to do business the right  
way in Western Australia.

7. Data share
Providing insights  
to the community 
and industry that 
help them make 
sound decisions. 

8. Aware and 
prepared

Ensuring duty 
holders, the 
community,  

and industry are 
aware of legislative 
requirements that 

will keep them from 
harm.

9. Services online
Accelerated program to digitise licensing  

and identity management to make it easier  
to do business with us.

Building on our focus from 2021–22

- The Building and Construction Industry  
(Security of Payment) Act 2021 and 
Regulations

- Commencement of Stage 2 of the Energy 
Transformation Strategy

- Data strategy
- Prepaid funeral code of practice
- Streamline WA (Council of Regulators)

- MARS Mentally Healthy Workplaces
- Automatic Mutual Recognition
- Work Health and Safety (WHS) laws
- WISE and SRS replacement
- Cloud transition strategy
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Contemporary settings
Policy and legislation for a better tomorrow

12  
months

O
ur

 fo

cus for the next

Strategic Priority Description Initiative How will we know we are making progress

1. 
Legislation 

modernisation

A deliberate 
program to ensure 

our regulatory 
instruments are agile, 

contemporary and 
barriers are removed 

to support policy 
reform.

1.1 Security of payment for    
 subcontractors

1.2 Retirement villages

1.3 Residential and commercial    
 tenancies

1.4 Worker employment conditions

• We have a forward agenda of legislative modernisation and 
are progressing a range of new legislative arrangements.

• New powers and protections are known and in force.

2. 
Decarbonisation

Building the 
foundations to 

deliver on the State’s 
decarbonisation 
objective of net  
zero by 2050.

2.1 Hydrogen energy safety

2.2 Sectoral emissions reductions   
 strategies

2.3  Energy transformation strategy

• Safety and technical issues are identified and standards 
developed.

• We know how to track and measure success.
• Strategies, plans and reforms are in place to facilitate 

achievement of decarbonisation targets.

3. 
Policy solutions

Policy initiatives to 
enhance community 

and industry 
empowerment and 

protections.

3.1  In-house Aboriginal advice

3.2  Community harm prevention

3.3  Internal policy review in relation to   
 gendered violence on mine sites

• Aboriginal voices are represented in planning and  
decision making.

• We have strategies to reduce harm for consumers and 
workers.

• We have developed a range of options to enhance consumer 
protection for home owners.

Strategic priority sponsors:
Deputy Director General, Industry Regulation 
and Consumer Protection.  Deputy Director General, Energy Policy
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Best practice regulator
Transparent and consistent practice to keep the community safe and our economy strong.

12  
months

O
ur

 fo

cus for the next

Strategic Priority Description Initiative How will we know we are making progress

4. 
Data Smart Using business 

intelligence and 
analytics to inform our 
regulatory practices.

4.1 Interagency data use

4.2 Implement privacy and responsible   
 information sharing legislation

4.3 Whole of system study (electricity)

4.4 Compliance programs

• Technology informed policy thinking.
• Data modelling is providing insights to industry  

and government.
• We use our data to inform our actions.

5. 
Process 

alignment
Ensure processes and 
practices across our 
regulatory regimes  

are consistent.

5.1 Regulatory alignment
• Tangible options for process alignment across regulatory 

regimes are known and endorsed.
• Regulatory staff continue to adopt change.

6. 
Targeted 

regulatory 
strategies

Specific interventions 
to address identified 
risks to individuals 

and businesses.

6.1 Trader engagement program

6.2 Review into short-term financing

6.3 Home indemnity insurance

6.4 Streamline WA and Council  
 of Regulators

6.5 Alternative Electricity Services   
 regulatory framework

• Businesses’ commercial practices better meet  
Australian Consumer Law standards.

• Consumer exposure to risk is mitigated.
• Consumer risk when building new homes is reduced.
• Regulation and regulatory practice is improved.
• New energy service models have appropriate  

consumer protections.

Strategic priority sponsors:

 Deputy Director General, Energy Policy Deputy Director General, Safety Regulation Deputy Director General, Industry Regulation 
and Consumer Protection. 
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Industry for Western Australia
Make it easy to do business the right way, in Western Australia

12  
months

O
ur

 fo

cus for the next

Strategic Priority Description Initiative How will we know we are making progress

7. 
Data  

Share

Providing insights  
to the community  
and industry that  
help them make 
sound decisions.

7.1 Geoscience data transfer

7.2 Register for building practitioners

7.3 Knowledge management system

• Exploration and pre-competitive data is in the public domain.
• It will be easier to locate Western Australia’s deeper resources 

creating investment opportunities and jobs.
• Increased enforcement information publicly available.

8. 
Aware and 
prepared

Educating and 
raising awareness 

of legislative 
requirements  
that will keep  

them from harm.

8.1 Educate duty holders

8.2 Protections for building industry   
 consumers

8.3 Community and industry awareness

• Duty holders are aware of, and implementing new  
WHS requirements.

• Community literacy on rights and obligations improves.
• Consumers are aware of building supply issues and are better 

placed to work with their builder to ensure existing projects 
can be finished.

• Education provided for occupational licence holders and 
industry regarding new legislation.

9. 
Services  

online

Accelerated 
program to digitise 

licensing and identity 
management to 

make it easier to do 
business with us. 

9.1 Online forms and workflows

9.2 Single customer identity

9.3 Fast tracking mining approvals (FTMA)

• Occupational licence holders can apply and pay online.
• Customers are able to establish their digital identity and 

manage access to online services.
• Fully digitised implementation of FTMA.

Strategic priority sponsors:
Deputy Director General, Resource and 
Environmental Regulation Deputy Director General, Safety Regulation
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Our enabling strategies 
To achieve our strategic intent, we will invest and commit to a range of enabling strategies that will position us to succeed in the current environment. 
These strategies will guide our people day-to-day and underpin the operational focus of our enabling functions.

Decisive
We will make the tough decisions on  

where we put our effort to ensure we deliver  
on our vital business, and stop doing the  

things that don’t add value.

Collaborative
We will work peer-to-peer across divisional and 

organisational boundaries to deliver the best 
outcomes for Western Australia.

Adaptive
We will find ways to adopt smarter ways of 

working as part of our day-to-day.

Led by Corporate Executive

Capable
We will find innovative solutions to the challenging labour market  

that meet the principles of public sector accountability, transparency  
and representativeness. We will upskill our staff and build talent and 

leadership capacity. We align with our values, our employment practices 
enable a flexible workforce, and we provide for a safe workplace.

Led by the Executive Director, Corporate Services

Tech savvy
We will frontload tech-enabled solutions into our planning  

and support our people to achieve a step change  
improvement in digital literacy.

Led by the Executive Director, Strategic Business Innovation
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Our values 
We lead with integrity, deliver on commitments, strive for excellence and look for better ways of doing things by being:

Forward thinking 
Fostering innovative thinking 
to plan for the future and 
actively embrace change.

Ethical 
Acting with honesty and 
integrity.

Respectful 
Being courteous and 
considerate to others 
regardless of beliefs, 
backgrounds or abilities.

Responsive 
Adapting to change, acting 
on concerns and providing 
information in a timely 
manner.

Fair 
Treating people equitably 
and acting without 
judgement or bias.

Transparent 
Open and accountable in 
what we do.
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Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety
Mineral House, 100 Plain Street, East Perth, 
Whadjuk Noongar Country  
Western Australia 6004

Telephone: 1300 136 237 
National Relay Service: 13 36 77

online@dmirs.wa.gov.au

 dmirs_wa

www.dmirs.wa.gov.au

DM
IRS22_7613
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